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tribal area. He intended thereby to reclaim wide tracts for the
plough, to increase revenue and to subdue tribal 'Iraq by
giving the tribesmen new interests and relations in agricultural
life. The shaikhs, to whom the grants were to be made, would
be won to the government in self-interest, and would therefore
lose their terror as rallying-points of anti-government forces.
As chiefs of agricultural communities, they would be accessible
because rooted to the land, taxable because crops could not
be hidden, vulnerable because of government control of water,
and dependent on the government as guarantor of their
acquired rights to collect the landlord's share of crops.
This agrarian policy, although the only one which could
permanently solve the tribal problem, never achieved more
than partial success, either during Midhat Pasha's regime,
1869-72, or during those of his successors previous to 1908,
who, while nominally committed to land settlement, followed
their own devices in dealing with the tribes.x The machinery
for registering the land was inadequate and tended to become
corrupt. The majority of the tribal leaders feared the new
policy and shunned the new status as a machination of govern-
ment to rob them of freedom and to impose conscription.
Urban speculators, friendly with tdpu officers, forestalled other
would-be tribal purchasers.2
The attempt to settle the tribes had one definite result. It
split the shaikhs as in the case of the Sa'duns of the Muntafiq
into groups, one hostile to the innovations, the other, willing
tools of the Government, bought by gifts of land. Between the
two groups the Government vacillated. It was easier at times
to acquiesce in the domination of the countryside by powerful,
reactionary shaikhs and in the consequent nullification of their
1	After the revolution of 1908, the Young Turks reaffirmed the policy of
settling such tribes as were still nomad, such as the firman appointing Jamal Bey
(better known as Djemai Pasha) as Wait of Baghdad, August, 1911: 'The Walt
is to formulate a scheme with the least possible delay for the settlement of the
nomad tribes on the land.'	s
2	Revenue Circulars^ Nos. 1-22 (Baghdad, 1920), No. 15, p. 25.
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